Roncati et al. recently hypothesized that angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors/angiotensin receptor blockers (ACEIs/ARBs) may be responsible for a higher vulnerability to severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV2) infection by ACE2 up-regulation [@b0005]. ACE2 is the receptor via SARS-CoV2 enters cells [@b0010], and there are concerns that high ACE2 expression induced by ACEIs/ARBs may increase viral load and worsen coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) outcomes.

Indeed, the ACE2-associated pathway of SARS-CoV-2 infectivity should not be neglected. However, reliable evidence showing an association between ACE2 activity and viral load is lacking. In animal model, SARS-CoV was absent in some ACE2 expressing cells, whereas virus was present in cells lacking ACE2. These findings suggest that additional co-factors are needed for virus entry into the cells [@b0015]. Furthermore, it is unknown how ACEIs/ARBs influence on the membrane-bound ACE2 expression in lung and whether these changes (if any) affect Covid-19 outcomes.

We hypothesize that SARS-CoV2---ACE2 interaction and alteration of ACE2 expression in response to ACEIs/ARBs may be genetically determined. ACE2 gene variants may define the ACE2 tissue-specificity, serum level and ability to bind with SARS-CoV2, to exert local and system effects. The important role may be assigned to other renin-angiotensin system (RAS) genes variants, primarily ACE gene, associated with lung disease severity and ACEIs efficiency. Also the significance of AT1-receptor and angiotensin genes polymorphisms, the combination of which may affect the RAS activity in tissues and circulation, are discussed.

Currently, there are several clinical trials investigating the ACEIs/ARBs effects and ACE2 regulation in COVID-19 [@b0020]. These studies will allow to evaluate the effects of continuation/withdrawal ACEIs/ARBs on patients' outcomes.
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